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PAPER

A Modeling and Simulation Method for Transient TraÆc LAN

Susumu ISHIHARAy, Student Member and Minoru OKADAyy, Member

SUMMARY

In this paper a protocol-based modeling and simulation
method of performance evaluation for heavy traÆc and transient
LAN is proposed. In the method a node on a LAN is modeled
as a set of detailed communication protocol models. By par-
allel and event driven processing of the models, high accuracy
and high time-resolution of evaluation of LAN behaviors can be
obtained at multi-layer protocols. The LANs at computer educa-
tion sites have highly loaded peaks, and it is very hard to design
large scale educational LANs. Proposed method can be used to
evaluate such cases of heavy traÆc and transient LAN.
key words: traÆc analysis, event driven simulation method,

LAN, workstation system

1. Introduction

Performance evaluation of computer communication
network has been a signi�cant subject of research in
the last decade. At present, computer network traÆc
consists of various kinds of data from simple text to
multimedia hypertext. High accurate traÆc estimation
and analysis of behaviors are very important for con-
struction of Local Area Network (LAN) at a large scale
workstation system.

Three kinds of methods can be used for evaluat-
ing the performance of a LAN: (1) by an experiment
with existing actual LAN, (2) by an analytical model-
ing, and (3) by a simulation modeling. An experiment
by an actual LAN is not practical for the system con-
sisting of many (about 50 or more) workstations. An
analytical modeling [1] [2] is useful for evaluation of
LAN that processes low transience load and low traf-
�c, and simple communication protocols. However, at
present LAN systems, it is hard to build an analytical
model. This is because (i) actual computer commu-
nications are based on multiple layer protocols, (ii) at
client-server systems, there are some dependencies in
the message arrival at the server and clients. Murata
et. al. [1] built an analytical model of LAN with multi-
ple layer protocols. The model is used for analyzing the
behaviors of a client-server system, but the dependen-
cies between a server and clients are not well discussed.
Ibe et. al. [2] proposed to use of stochastic reward
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nets to model a client-server system on CSMA/CD and
token ring network. However, the behaviors of upper
layer protocols than data link layer are not discussed.
Furthermore, it is not easy to evaluate LAN with high
transience and high-load traÆc because of using piece-
wise averaging. On the other hand, a simulation mod-
eling is useful for transient LANs at such a large scale
workstation system [3] at educational institutions.

O'Reilly et al. [4] proposed a simulation method
based on a grouping and time-slot quantization, and it
is not practical for transient LAN. Marino et al. [5]
proposed a fast discrete event simulation method for
CSMA/CD LAN. However, they did not discuss appli-
cations of multiple layers. It is not practical to evaluate
behaviors of existing actual LANs with single layer pro-
tocol model. This is because the actual LANs are based
on multiple layer protocols [6] [9] [7] and sometimes
depend on man-machine interactions. Interactions be-
tween protocol layers have inuence on the performance
of network. For example, retransmissions on transport
layer may cause a congestion on datalink layer, and the
congestion may cause more retransmissions on trans-
port layer. Recently there is no paper that gives solu-
tions for such problems. Some eÆcient commercial net-
work simulators (e.g. OPNET) are used widely. How-
ever their principles and details are not announced.

In this paper we propose a new modeling and simu-
lation method for traÆc analysis and performance eval-
uation of LAN [8]. Proposed model consists of multiple
layer protocols, and the behaviors of each layer are sim-
ulated with an event-driven scheme and without time-
slot quantization. Therefore the method has high ac-
curacy and highly time resolution for even heavy and
transient LAN. In addition to this, the inuence of the
interactions between protocol layers can be evaluated.
In this paper we assume two kinds of CSMA/CD (Eth-
ernet) LAN (10BASE-T: 10 Mbps twisted pair lines,
star topology [6]) as physical and data link layer proto-
cols and TCP/IP as transport and network layer ones.
However, the method can be used for other protocols
and can be applicable for upper layer protocols consist-
ing of man-machine interactions.

Being as a main topic of this study, the multiple
layer modeling and simulation method are described
in section 2. In additions, we introduce a simple and
eÆcient method to simulate CSMA/CD protocols for
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Fig. 1 Overview of the simulation model

LANs that satisfy certain restriction. In section 3, we
adapt this method to evaluate a client-server system
on a high-transience and high-load LAN. Some experi-
mental results by simulation and an actual system are
shown.

2. Simulation Model

2.1 A scheme of the multi-layer modeling

In this method, the behaviors of network protocols are
described in detail. As an application of this method
we assumed protocols as shown in Table. 1.

By adding an upper application model and an user
reaction model to these protocol models, the behaviors
of various network applications on various situation can
be simulated. A network node is expressed as a set of
an user reaction model, an upper applicationmodel and
protocol sub-models: an Ethernet, IP and TCP sub-
models. The Ethernet sub-model is for data link and
physical layers that utilize CSMA/CD [6]. TCP and
IP sub-models represent each layer protocol. Proposed
method has an ability to handle plural sub-models in
each layer at a workstation.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our network model
for a client-server computing. In this model, TCP sub-
model represents a TCP socket. Therefore, a model of
client station has a TCP sub-model and an application
model. On the other hand, a model of a server station

Table 1 Protocols assumed on this model

Transport Layer TCP
Network Layer IP
Data Link Layer IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD
Physical Layer Twisted Pair Cable

has TCP sub-models and application models as many
as client stations.

Simulations on these models are processed by event
driven method. Processes on each sub-model are caused
by events, which are scheduled by itself or other sub-
models. After the process on a sub-model, the sub-
model computes next event schedule and current time
is revised. On sub-models other than Ethernet one,
events are scheduled by sub-models in their own nodes
that the models are included. However, events for Eth-
ernet sub-models are scheduled by the state of all Eth-
ernet sub-models on whole network model because of
dependencies between Ethernet sub-models.

2.2 Ethernet Sub-Model

2.2.1 State Transition

Ethernet sub-model is presented as a state transition
model. In the speci�cations of IEEE 802.3, CSMA/CD
algorithm is de�ned as a state transition model that in-
cludes 11 states. For purpose of eÆcient simulation and
for our Ethernet sub-model we reduced it to six states
shown in Fig. 2 from the original state transitionmodel.
In spite of this reduction of states, the simulation can
be operated without decreasing accuracy.

An Ethernet sub-model of node i (i = 0; � � � ; N)
y has a transmission state S(i) 2 fSLP, CS, CR, TR,

CD, WTg, a last carrier generation time t
(i)
s , a sum

of inter-frame gap and a last carrier vanishing time t
(i)
e ,

and the number of collision in transmission of one frame
n
(i)
c . Where, six states of S(i) are de�ned in this paper,

not in IEEE standard 802.3. A state M (i) of a node i
is presented as M (i) = fS(i); t

(i)
s ; t

(i)
e ; n

(i)
c g. Beside this,

yThe node 0 means a server workstation
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Table 2 State transition of Ethernet sub-model

Current State Event Action Next State

SLP Data exists in send bu�er and medium is free n
(i)
c  0 CR

Data exists in send bu�er and medium is busy n
(i)
c  0 CS

CS Medium is free t
(i)
s  t; Nc  Nc + 1 CR

CR Critical period is up without collision Nc  Nc � 1 TR

Critical period is up with collision Nc  Nc � 1; n
(i)
c  n

(i)
c + 1 CD

TR Sending frame done t
(i)
e  t SLP

CD Sending JAM signal done, n
(i)
c = 16 t

(i)
e  t SLP

Sending JAM signal done, n
(i)
c < 16 t

(i)
e  t, compute T

(i)
b

WT

WT Waiting time elapsed and medium is free �� CR
Waiting time elapsed and medium is busy �� CS

SLP CS WT

TR CR CD

Sending data exist,
Medium is busy

CollisionNo collision

Jam signal done

Transmission
done

Backoff
Timeout

Sending data exist,
Medium is free

Medium is busy

Medium is free

Jam signal done
Too many attempts

Fig. 2 State transition diagram of Ethernet sub-model

the number of nodes that may detect a collision, Nc is
de�ned.

At a node i, the next event schedule t
(i)
n is de-

termined by M (i), the states M (j) of other nodes j

(= 0; 1; � � � ; i�1; i+1; � � � ; N) and Nc. When the sched-
ule expires, then the transition state S(i) of the node i

is changed and new t
(i)
n is computed. The state transi-

tion diagram and the state transition table are shown
in Fig. 2 and Table 2, respectively.

Six transition states of S(i) are de�ned and de-
scribed as follows.

SLP (SLeeP) : A state that the node is not transmit-
ting any data. When a data sending request is
received at Ethernet sub-model of the node, the
state is transferred. If the medium is busy, the
state is transferred to CS, otherwise CR.

CS (Carrier Sense) : Means that the node can not
transmit a frame because the medium y is busy or
the node is waiting for the end of inter-frame gap
time. When the medium becomes free and inter-
frame gap time elapses, the state is transferred to
CR.

CR (CRitical) : In the states of CR and TR, the
node is transmitting a frame. CR is a state that a
frame sent from the node may occur a collision. In

yMedium means physical transmitting line.

the speci�cation of CSMA/CD algorithm of IEEE
802.3, the period that a node is sending a frame
is de�ned as one state. We introduced these two
states to Ethernet sub-model for eÆcient decision
of collision occurrence in simulation.

When a node is in CR, and the node is transmit-
ting a frame, however a carrier generated by the
node propagates to not all nodes in the network.
Hence, another node can not detect the carrier,
and may start transmission. This means that the
node may detect a collision. If a node detects a
collision, the state of the node is transferred to
CD, otherwise TR.

TR (TRansmit) : Means a state that the node
should be transmitting a frame successfully.
When the transmission is done, the state is trans-
ferred to SLP.

CD (Collision Detect) : Means that the node is
sending a JAM signal to the medium after a col-
lision detection. After JAM signal is sent, if a
number of collision related the sending packet nc
is nc < 16(maximum trial times to send a frame
de�ned by IEEE 802.3), waiting time to retrans-
mission the packet is calculated. Then the state
is transferred to WT, or the state is transferred
to SLP if nc = 16.

Furthermore, we assume that all nodes detect a
carrier when at least one node is in CD. This as-
sumption restricts the scale of simulated network.
We describe details of the restriction in 2.2.5

WT (WaiT) : Means that the node is waiting for its
random back-o� delay to expire before attempting
to retransmit a frame. When the delay is expired,
if the medium is busy then the state of the node
is transferred to CS otherwise CR.

2.2.2 Decision of Carrier Status

As stated above, status of carrier has to be judged when
a state transition that the node's previous state is SLP
or WT takes place. Assuming that a carrier detection
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will be made at a node i (= 0; 1; � � � ; N), and other
node is j (= 0; 1; � � � ; i � 1; i + 1; � � � ; N). If a node j

is in transmitting states S(j) 2 fTR;CDg then a car-
rier of the node j propagates whole of the medium and
the medium is busy. On the other hand, in a case of
S(j) 2 fSLP;CS;CR;WTg, carrier status depends on
the time when the carrier is sent and stopped by the
node j. If S(j) = CR, the node has transmitted a frame

at a time t
(j)
s and a carrier of the frame does not reach

the node i until t
(j)
s +� ij because of a propagation delay

� ij between node i and j. On the other hand, even if
a node j is not transmitting (S(j) 2 fSLP;CS;WTg),

if current time is before t
(j)
e + � ij , the node i observes

a carrier generated by the node j. Where t
(j)
e is a time

the last carrier disappeared.
Therefore, by following condition, we can conclude

that a carrier by another node j exists at the node i

and the medium must be busy.

Channel is busy at node i

=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9j s.t. S(j) 2 fTR;CDg
or

9j s.t. fS(j) = CR ^ t
(j)
s + � ij <= tg

or
8j; S(j) 2 fSLP;CS;WTg;

9m s.t. fm j= i; t <= t
(i)
e + �mig

(1)

2.2.3 Decision of Collision Occurrence

With the CSMA/CD algorithm, a collision occurs when
a node i has transmitted and another node j begins to
transmit without detection of a carrier of the node i.
Therefore after a case of all of the nodes is not transmit-
ting (that is to say for all node j, S(j) 2 fSLP;CS;WTg
), only during the time beginning �rst transmission

(t
(k)
s ) at a node k and the time Tc = t

(k)
s + �

(k)
m that is

all nodes receive the carrier of k, a collision may occur.

Where, �
(k)
m is the maximumpropagation delay between

node k and another node as: �
(k)
m = max

j j=k
f � jk g.

When the state is CR, we can decide if a collision
is made at t = Tc or not by:�

if Nc > 1 then collision
otherwise no collision

(2)

A time t
(i)
c when the node i detects a collision, is

given by,

t(i)c := min
j j=i;S(j)=CR

ft(j)s + � ijg (3)

Note that this method to decide a collision occur-
rence is only used under the restriction of the simulated
network that described in 2.2.5. It restricts the scale
of simulated network to be small. However, networks

that satisfy the restriction are used widely, and most of
transient networks such a large scale workstation sys-
tem at educational institution satis�es the restriction.
Furthermore, we can decide a collision occurrence easily
by using this method under the restriction.

2.2.4 Event Scheduling

If an event occurred on a Ethernet sub-model, next
event is scheduled for it as follows. The entry of items
represents the state of the node i after state transition.

t
(i)
n is the schedule of next event at node i.

SLP : When S(i) = SLP, the next event schedule t
(i)
n

can not be computed in the process of the Ether-
net sub-model. Because, existence of data in an
Ethernet sending bu�er is a�ected by the result of
a transport sub-model processed before Ethernet
sub-model.

t(i)n :=1 (4)

CS : The next event is detection of no carrier at
the node. If a node i such that S(i) = CS de-
tects the carrier from a node j such that S(j) 2
fCR;TR;CDg, the node i detects a carrier ab-
sence after state transition of the node j. On the
other hand, if a node i detects the carrier from
a node j such that S(j) 2 fSLP;CS;WTg, the
node i detects a carrier absence from the node j

at t = t
(j)
e + � ij . Thus,

t(i)n :=

8>>>><
>>>>:

1 (9js.t.[S(j) 2 fTR;CDg]

_[S(j) = CR ^ t < t
(j)
s + � ij ])

max
j j=i

ft
(j)
e + � ijg (otherwise)

(5)

If S(i) = CS, t
(i)
n of the node must be computed

when at least one S(j)(j j= i) is transferred be-
tween fCR;TR;CDg and fSLP;CS;WTg. Be-

cause when S(i) = CS, t
(i)
n is depend on the states

of other nodes. Otherwise, t
(i)
n is computed only

when the state of the node itself, S(i) is changed.

CR : The next event is the end time of the period
that the node may occur a collision.

t(i)n := Tc = t(k)s + � (k)m (6)

TR : The next event is the end of the transmission of
a frame.

t(i)n := t(i)s + � (i)p (7)
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Where, �
(i)
p is a sum of a time required for the

node to transmit a frame and an inter-frame gap.

CD : The next event is the end time of transmission
of a JAM signal.

t(i)n := t(i)c + �jam (8)

Where, t
(i)
c is the time when the node i detected a

collision, �jam is a sum of a time of a JAM signal
and an inter-frame gap.

WT : The next event is that the node attempts to
retransmit a frame.

t(i)n := t(i)c + �jam + �
(i)
b (9)

Where, �
(i)
b is a random back-o� delay computed

on the transition from CD to WT.

2.2.5 Restriction of Ethernet Sub-Model

As we mentioned before, to utilize the method to decide
the carrier occurrence described in 2.2.3 the simulated
network has to satisfy the following restriction. When

a node i comes in a collision and t
(i)
c < Tc, the node i

sends a part of JAM signal in CR and rest of it in CD
after state transition at t = Tc. However, if

t(i)c + �jam < Tc (10)

then, the node i �nishes the transmission in CR. This
condition contradicts the de�nition of CR in which node
i transmits a part of frame and has not �nished trans-
mission yet. For this reason, proposed model restricts
for networks simulated to satisfy following condition.

max
i j=j

f� ijg �min
i j=j

f� ijg < �jam (11)

Furthermore, we assumed that all nodes detect a
carrier when at least one node such that S(i) = CD ex-
ists. That is to say, JAM signal sent from the last node
that detects a collision has to propagate to all nodes
before a node detect the end of JAM signal from other
nodes. The worst case of this condition is that pack-
ets from two nodes a; b that propagation delay between
them is most short collide with each other, and a packet
from another node c that propagation delay between a

and c is most long collides with the packet from a. Then
the �rst node that detects collision is a or b, and the last
one is c. The minimum of the time when a node detects
the end of JAM signal is t

(a)
s + 2�ab + �jam. The time

when the JAM signal from the node c propagates to all

nodes is t
(a)
s + �ac+maxj j=cf�

cjg. Hence the simulated
network have to satisfy following condition.

2min
i j=j

f� ijg+ �jam > 2max
i j=j

f� ijg (12)

2.3 IP sub-model

The functions of IP are routing, fragmentation and re-
assembling of IP datagrams. We assumed that the sim-
ulated network consists only one logical network. So the
operation according to routing can be ignored. Further-
more, we assumed that TCP o�ers no IP fragmentation.
As a result of this, the e�ect of IP to message trans-
mission time is only the format of IP datagram. So we
modeled IP as a simple function that adds an IP header
length to a TCP segment, and removes an IP header
length from messages from Ethernet sub-model.

2.4 TCP sub-model

TCP o�ers reliable full duplex channels on unreliable
protocols (e.g. IP). To achieve reliable data transfer on
unreliable protocols, TCP uses a sliding windowmecha-
nism. This involves the use for data sequence numbers,
acknowledgment messages, sending and receiving win-
dows, and retransmission.

The performance of a TCP connection depends on
various policies employed by the TCP entities, regard-
ing transmission, retransmission time-out adjustment,
window size, etc. We note that while protocol stan-
dards provide speci�cations of functionality, message
formats and semantics, they do not specify policies re-
garding performance. Consequently, implementations
that conform to the standards can and do exhibit sig-
ni�cant variation in their performance. So, we selected
one implementation of TCP based on UNIX 4.3 BSD
[10] from many ones for our model. We assumed the
parameter of the TCP system con�guration as follows.

Sending Bu�er Size: 4,096 octet.

Receiving Bu�er Size: 4,096 octet.

Maximum Segment Size: 1,460 octet. This value
does not demand IP fragmentation on IEEE 802.3
network.

Retransmission Time-out Algorithm: First we
compute smoothed round-trip time Tsrttn from
previous one Tsrttn�1 and measured round trip
time Trtt.

Tsrttn := 0:9Tsrttn�1 + 0:1Trtt

Retransmission time-out Trto for next transmis-
sion is computed as follows.

Trto := 2Tsrttn

Trto [sec] is limited as 1 <= Trto <= 64:0. When the
TCP socket retransmitting segments, the evalua-
tion of Tsrttn is not processed. The retransmission
time-out for retransmitted segment is computed
by Karn's algorithm [11].
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Maximum Retransmittion Times: In�nite.

In this simulation model some parts consisting of
segment header (source, destination, sequence number
of segment, ACK, window size and data length) are
exchanged between two TCP sub-models. Some TCP
processes required to implement the sliding window
mechanism are performed at TCP sub-models. Events
that cause the processes of a TCP model are receiving
send request, receiving a segment, expiration of per-
sist timer, expiration of retransmit timer, expansion of
free space of receiving bu�er. If a sending request is
generated as a result of processes in TCP sub-model,
then a sending request is passed to Ethernet sub-model.
We did not consider the CPU processing time for TCP
processes in this model.

3. Experiments of Simulation

In this section, some simulation results obtained by pro-
posed modeling and simulation method are shown.

3.1 Simulation Conditions for Transient-TraÆc LAN

A large scale workstation system [3] consisting of a �le
server and n client workstations for computer educa-
tion is chosen to illustrate the simulation of a heavy
and transient traÆc LAN. In a class room of computer
education that uses such a system, most of students
begin to operate workstations all together directly af-
ter an instruction for students to operate a �le on the
�le server. As a result of this, network requests from
client workstations used by students concentrate on the
�le server, and a high load and transience are instantly
made on the LAN.

File transfer from a �le server to client worksta-
tions on a 10 BASE-T (10 Mbps, Star) Ethernet LAN
with a HUB shown in Fig. 3 is selected as an exam-
ple of such a situation. All client workstations start to
send request messages to the server. The server work-
station sends reply message to clients after receiving
the request messages. We assumed that the time when
a client workstation i starts to send request messages,

t
(i)
start, is distributed according to the time required for
students to response to the instruction. Complete time

t
(i)
end may vary. The probability density function of

t
(i)
start, f(tstart) is determined as follows.

f(tstart) =

8<
:

exp(
�(tstart��)

2

2�2
)R

1

0
exp(�(���)2

2�2
)d�

(tstart >= 0)

0 (tstart < 0)

(13)

Eq. (13) indicates a distribution such that the
probability of random number tstart < 0, is zero for the

normal distributionN(�; �2). Random values t
(i)
start(i =

1; 2; � � � ; N) generated from f(tstart) de�ne behaviors of
users' interactions at the client workstations, and are

Table 3 Parameters of access concentration model

Model � sec � sec
Model M (mouse operation) 2.2 1.6
Model K (keyboard operation) 6.3 10.6
Model O (at-a-time) 1.0 0.0

HUB

0 1 2 N

10 BASE-T

File Server Client Workstations

10 m

Fig. 3 Simulated network

used as simulation parameters. Parameters � and �

give the degree of concentration of network accesses.
Three access concentration models are developed for
representation of various command input methods (Ta-
ble 3). Model M, K and O correspond to mouse opera-
tion, keyboard operation and at-a-time for comparison
respectively. The numerical values of parameter �, � of
the models are referred previous experimental results
with an existing system and in an actual class consist-
ing of 146 students obtained by Ishihara et al. [12]

3.2 Application Model

As an example of an application that utilizes TCP, we
modeled a simple �le transfer program. The operation
ow of this program model is mentioned below.

1. A client program sends a request message (20
bytes) to server.

2. Server program sends the requested data stream to
the client via TCP by the size of sending bu�er of
the server program Sserver .

3. Client program receives data from the TCP receiv-
ing bu�er by own receiving bu�er of Rclient bytes.
The time to required to read the TCP receiving
bu�er is assumed as an exponentially distributed
random variable. The mean of the distribution is
de�ned as 0.7 msec for reading 1024 bytes. This
value is de�ned from experimental results on an
actual system.

We assumed that virtual connections between
clients and server are established before the client pro-
gram sends a request message. CPU processing time
on server station is neglected.

The Ethernet frame sizes of messages which include
the header of TCP, IP and Ethernet are as follows.

� Request Message from client: 74 bytes.

� Data Stream from Server: minfMaximum segment
size of TCP, Sg+ 58 bytes or smaller. This value
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varies according to the free space of receiving bu�er
of client TCP.

� Acknowledgment Message from Client: 64 bytes.

3.3 Simulation Results

Some experimental results are shown here. Assuming
N is the number of client workstations.

First, we show the simulationn result when N = 1.

Fig. 4 shows the �le transfer time T
(1)
trs = t

(1)
end � t

(1)
start

versus the sending bu�er size of the server program
Sserver . The receiving bu�er size of a client program
Rclient is �xed to 4096 bytes. Experimental results with
a 10BASE-5 (10 Mbps, coaxial bus) actual workstation
LAN[3] are also presented for comparison. This experi-
mental result includes an overhead to connect TCP con-
nection between the server and a client. The network
topology of the actual system is di�er from the simu-
lated network in the physical layer. However, logical
topology of the network is same as simulated network.
It satis�es the restriction of the simulated network de-
scribed in 2.2.5. When Sserver >= 512bytes, the simu-
lation result agrees with experimental results. When
Sserver is small, the simulationn error increases. The
small sending bu�er size causes many small packets and
many reading process on client. As the result of this,
the errors in reading process accumulates and enlarges
the total simulation error. We think main causes of er-
rors are the modeling method of reading process from
TCP receiving bu�er and the parameter.

Fig. 5 presents the averaged �le transfer time Ttrs
versus the number of client workstations N . Ttrs is
de�ned by

Ttrs = t
(i)
end � t

(i)
start =

1

N

NX
i=1

T
(i)
trs (14)

The size of transferred �le is 1 Mbytes. Sserver and
Rclient are both 1024 bytes. The calculated values are
averages of some simulation trials. The numbers of tri-
als of simulations are determined by N as shown in

Table 4. In the actual experiments, t
(i)
start is given by

the same driver program as simulation experiments.
At the model M, �le transfer time Ttrs increases

in proportion to linearly with N . On the other hand,
at the model K, Ttrs keeps low values until N = 20,
and Ttrs increases rapidly after N = 20. The experi-
mental results of the simulation are analogous to ones
by existing system, but a simulation error increases at
N > 20. We think that the reasons of the errors are ig-
noring processing time of server station and overhead of
TCP connection. Because these values increase withN .
But we conclude the simulation results are very useful
to evaluate the behavior of networks. However, these
results are suÆcient to know characteristics of such a
high-load LAN.

Table 4 Number of trial for averaging

N Number of trial
1 : : : 25 20
30; 35 15
40 : : : 75 10
100 5

Fig. 6 presents the averaged collision rate c versus
N . c is de�ned by

c =
1

N + 1

NX
i=0

n
(i)
c

n
(i)
a

(15)

where n
(i)
a and n

(i)
c are the trial number of transmitting

at an Ethernet sub-model of a node i, and the number
of collision respectively. Note that a case of i = 0 means
the �le server workstation. In addition to this, Fig. 6
represents the averaged retransmission count of TCP
per a connection r. c increases rapidly at low values of
N . r increases rapidly when c > 0:3. Furthermore, Ttrs
in Fig. 5 increases with r. Note that r of model M is
larger than one of model O. It means that adaptive con-
trol of retransmission timeout of TCP does not follow
to rapid increase of traÆc because of the distribution
of tstart. However, the increasing rate of Ttrs and r

when c > 0:3 is approximately linear, and the failure of
network because of the multiplier e�ect of collision on
Ethernet and retransmisions of TCP is not observed in
this simulated situation.

These results lead us to the conclusion that guide-
lines for the number of workstations at educational
LAN that keeps ideal low �le transfer time and low
collision rate are 15 or 20 nodes for 10 Mbps LAN.
However, the failure of network does not occur at least
100 nodes.

The execution time of the simulation depends on
N , access concentration model, channel speed, and
transmitted �le size. With conditions ofN = 20, Model
M for access concentration model, channel speed of 10
Mbps, and transmitted �le size of 1 MB, it required 39
sec turnaround for a trial of the simulation. The sim-
ulation experiments are performed on SPARC center
2000.

4. Conclusions

A new method of modeling and simulation for high ac-
curate performance analysis of LAN is proposed. In
the method network node models based on multi-layer
communication protocols are engaged in parallel with
an event driven scheme. Then, the method is able
to analyze a network traÆc high accurately even if
the traÆc load of network is high and the load has
high transience. For eÆciency simulation, we intro-
duced a simple method to decide a collision occurrence
in CSMA/CD algorithm without decreasing accuracy.
However, the method is only used for networks that
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of server program.
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Fig. 6 Averaged collision rate versus the number of client
workstations.

satisfy a condition to restrict the scale of the networks.
The accuracy is con�rmed with results of experiments
by an actual existing workstation LAN.

The method was applied for a case of heavy and
transient traÆc LAN at an educational workstation sys-

tem. By the experiments, valuable details of behaviors
of the LAN which can not be obtained by other single
layer simulation models are obtained.

Modeling for multiple networks consisting of
bridges and/or routers, applications to variety of pro-
tocols are topics for future study. Furthermore we are
planning to utilize this method to analyze large scale
distributed �le systems used for an educational LAN.
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